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“The Place of Useful Learning”

• John Anderson founded a ‘place of useful 
learning’ in 1796

• Became Royal Technical College in 1912
• Became Royal College of Science and 

Technology in 1956
• Merged with Scottish College of Commerce 

and became University of Strathclyde in 1964
• Now one of Scotland’s biggest universities 

and one of the UK’s leaders in engineering, 
technology and business studies



Institute for Energy and Environment

• Advanced Electrical Systems

• Wind Energy and Control

• Power Electronics, Drives and 
Energy Conversion

• High Voltage Technologies & 
Electrical Plant Diagnostics



Postgraduate study

• CDT in Wind and Marine Energy Systems
• Industrially linked PhDs in many other areas



Power systems activity

Commercial 
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Examples of areas of work at Strathclyde



Power Networks Demonstration Centre 
(PNDC)

• Dedicated power systems 
R&D facility

• Open access model of 
engagement for projects

• 1 MVA capacity with 
independent frequency and 
voltage control and P-HiL

• Realism and flexibility 
through an 11 kV and LV 
network including fault 
throwing

• End-to-end sensors to DMS 
integration



Electrical Infrastructure Research Hub (EIRH)

• 5-year partnership between Offshore Renewable 
Energy Catapult, University of Strathclyde and 
University of Manchester

• £3.1m programme

• Three themes of research

• component reliability and availability;

• system and sub-system optimisation;

• smart energy systems of the future

• Hosting a minimum of 

• 10 PhD students

• 3 research associates

• Scientific Directors: 

• Keith Bell (Strathclyde)

• Ian Cotton (Manchester)

Offshore Electrical Infrastructure Research Hub



The changing nature of generation

1. An increasing contribution to energy provision from highly 
variable, weather dependent renewable generators

2. More  generation and flexible resources connected to 
distribution 

3. A change in the system’s dynamic characteristics

Data: DUKES 2017 and
National Grid FES 2017

Proportion of generation capacity



Changing generation mix in the UK

Source: Dept. of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2016



The changing nature of generation

• Fossil fuelled plant

– Fuel a significant cost

• Low carbon generation

– Limited choice of location

– Limited ‘schedulability’

– More variability

– Higher capex, lower opex

– Competitive wholesale 
markets hinge on short-run 
marginal costs (SRMC)

• In general, less money based on energy, more on ‘services’

Levelised cost of energy, £/MWh
Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy,

Electricity Generation Costs, November 2016



Potential benefits of an ‘optimal’ 
mix of services

Modelling by Strbac et al of CCC scenarios, Imperial College

• Savings from optimality in a credible, low carbon 2030 scenario: ~£4 billion
• cf. total consumer expenditure on electricity in 2016 (all sectors): ~£40 billion

Potentially lots of value from flexible demand.
Which commercial and regulatory mechanisms will deliver services at least cost?



From The IET 
Power Network Joint Vision

Parties connected to the 
distribution network will be 
increasingly important

• There are lots of them…

• …an explosion in the 
number of active
elements…

• … and volume 
of data



Some questions

• What are the impacts of changes in system dynamic 
characteristics?

– reduction of synchronous generation 

– changes in the requirement for response/frequency 
containment services

• What does ‘flexible demand’ mean?

• How can DER be managed cost-effectively?

– To minimise adverse impacts in system operation?

– To avoid excessive network reinforcement?

– To enable it to contribute to system services?

• Is DER observable and controllable?



A taxonomy of management of 
demand

Management
of demand

Demand reduction
• Reduction in total

electrical energy used

Demand side management
(DSM)
• Planned schedule of time of use of

electrical energy, e.g. to match forecast
availability of power from renewable
sources or times of anticipated lowest
power prices

• Some demand delayed, some brought 
forward

Demand side response
(DSR)
• Immediate or almost immediate

change in demand (decrease or
increase) in response to an 
unplanned variation, e.g. large
generation trip or wind forecast
error

Flexible demand

Direct control
• Signal sent to directly 

change demand at a given
future time through
disconnection or connection
switching off or on, or increase
or reduction of electrical load

Indirect control
• Price or other signal sent

as incentive or encourage-
ment of a change of 
demand at a given future
time

Direct control
• Signal sent to directly 

disconnect (or connect)
switch off (or on), or increase
(or reduce) electrical load

Indirect control
• Price or other signal sent

as incentive or encourage-
ment of an immediate
or almost immediate 
change of demand

Behaviour change
• Changes in use of

energy (energy
services)

Energy efficiency
• Less energy used

in delivering
energy services,
e.g. through 
more efficient 
technology

Permanent reduction 
of demand

Shifting of demand
in time

Planned reduction
and increase

Unplanned, response
to an event

Automatic

Incentivised



Demand side management

0800 1200 1600 20000400

• Use of energy shifted from green area to orange areas
• Timing of switch on and switch off planned

Power

Time



Demand side response

0800 1200 1600 20000400

• Demand reduced (quickly) in response to an unplanned event
• Uncertain timing of reduction
• Uncertain timing and magnitude of return of demand

Power

Time



Let’s recall the motivation

• Facilitation of distributed resources

– Low carbon generation technologies
• Solar PV

• Small/medium scale wind

– Low carbon technologies on the demand side
• More electric heat

• Charging of electric vehicles

• Efficient use of underlying network infrastructure

– Respect physical network and system limits

– Actively manage power flows, voltages and limits

– Manage potential conflicts between needs of 
transmission and distribution operation

– Encourage appropriate contributions/responses by different actors

– Identify and deliver appropriate network reinforcements



Connecting distributed generation

• ‘Distributed generation’ is generation embedded within a 
distribution network

– Much of it uses variable renewable sources, e.g. wind or 
solar PV, but might also be, for example, combined heat 
and power (CHP) or thermal generation based on 
biomass

Peak: 7MW

Winter rating: 9MVA

Capacity: 15MW
e.g.



Connecting distributed generation

• Example: a 15MW wind farm applies for a connection at A

– Is a reinforcement of the line between A and B required?

• What if we knew that the minimum demand at A is 4MW?

• What account can be taken of real-time ratings?

Peak: 7MW

Winter rating: 9MVA

Capacity: 15MW

A B



Connecting distributed generation

• Consider the load duration curves of demand and generation

– Can we assume that they are independent of each other?

Pl

What is the probability
that Pg – Pl exceeds
the line rating?



Connecting distributed generation

• Why not monitor the line loading relative to the rating and 
curtail wind output

– by just enough

– only when necessary?

• What is the ‘constraint cost’ when curtailing distributed 
generation?

– Who incurs it? Does it help in valuing network capacity?



Connecting distributed generation
• Options: 

– The wind farm pays for an enhanced line rating 

– The wind farm installs fewer turbines

– An ANM system is installed to manage the periods when a line would 
be overloaded

• How much energy would be curtailed?

– How much income does the wind farm lose?

– Whose responsibility is it to make an estimate?

Now a commercial product produced
by a Strathclyde spin-out



Extending the example 1

• The wind farm at A does not have a ‘firm’ connection, i.e. 
it is not N-1 secure

• Does the wind farm at B expect a ‘firm’ connection?

• If the line A-B is ok but the transformers at B are overloaded, 
which wind farm should be curtailed?

– LIFO*? Pro-rata? Minimum losses answer? Market 
solution?

Peak: 7MW

Winter rating: 9MVA

Capacity: 15MW

A B

Capacity: 15MW

10MVA

10MVA

* Last in, first out



Extending the example 2: possible conflict 
between transmission System Operator and 
a DSO

A B

Actively managed
generator

Provider of
frequency
response

Actively managed
connection

The
System

High
output

Low
demand

Export above 
line’s thermal limit

Increase output

Decrease output

System
frequency

falling

Distribution Transmission

• What if, at the same time,

– the DSO wants to reduce DG output to avoid overloading the line?

– the TSO wants to reduce demand or increase generation to balance 
out the whole system?



‘Fit and forget’ is sub-optimal

The optimal network capacity is not constraint-free.
Constraints need to be actively managed.

Constraint management depends on observability and controllability



Enabling flexibility

Flexibility can reduce network capacity…
However, more network capacity might be needed 

in order to access flexibility



Step-by-step towards a DSO
• Who are the key actors/agents and what regulatory status?

– What do they do now?

– What do they not do now?

– What might they do in future?

• What are the main functions required

– Of a power system in general?

– Of a distribution network in particular?

• Does the low carbon transition require any fundamental change in what a 
power system does?

– Or might there simply be change in how it does it?

– Which party is best placed to fulfil each need?

– Which responsibilities should not be taken away from network 
licensees?

• How are new concepts such as peer-to-peer trading accommodated?

– What does ‘peer-to-peer’ require?

Some work already done
on this, e.g. FPSA



Roles of network licensees

TRANSMISSION
provide contracts to connectees

specify need for new network infrastructure
build and maintain connections to connectees

build and maintain network infrastructure
carry out switching to enable safe working

decide and implement system control settings 

DISTRIBUTION
provide contracts to connectees

specify need for new network infrastructure
build and maintain connections to connectees

build and maintain network infrastructure
carry out switching to enable safe working

decide and implement system control settings 

SO

TO DNO

SO



The Basic Archetype Model

Commercial Layer

Control Layer

Physical Layer
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Incumbent Archetype
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Questions in design of commercial 
and regulatory arrangements

With lots of DER, how  do you structure things such that 

a) there is competition and choice for energy users?

– Does peer-to-peer trading make sense for electricity?

b) things are manageable/operable and safety is assured?

– Network limits need to be respected

– Contributions of DG to ancillary services?

– Who procures services? (DSO or TSO?)

c) energy users’ access is enabled?

d) the overall cost of the system is minimised (using suitable signals 
aimed at parties able respond to them)?

– How to signal need for investment in new network facilities and 
incentivise appropriate responses to those signals?

e) there is scope for innovation?



Virtual Power Plants

• Commercial VPP (CVPP) has no regard for location or physical network limits

– In FENIX, leads to an apparent need to define Technical VPPs (TVPPs)

• How do CVPPs and TVPPs relate to each other? 

• How does a DSO remunerate CVPPs for actions on TVPPs?

How are possible conflicts
between TSO and DSO
requirements resolved?



A hierarchical approach

• How to frame the influences and actions of

– Distribution System Operator (DSO)?

– Transmission System Operator (TSO)?

– Generators?

– Demand Side Participants (DSPs)?

• Define clear interfaces between groups/‘cells’:

– Because physical engineering system limits must finally 
be respected, define based on electrical rather than 
commercial groupings

– Boundaries of electrical groups defined by
• Voltage level

• Open points

• Power transfer bottleneck
Might change depending on system state



Hierarchical model

• Pmax12 = minimum(rating12, Gen1max – DSP1min)

• Pmin12 = minimum(rating12, DSP1max – Gen1min)

• Pmax2T = minimum(rating2T, Gen2max + P12max – DSP2min)

• Pmin2T = minimum(rating2T, DSP2max – Gen2min – P12min)

Gen1 DSP1 Gen3 DSP3

Gen2 DSP2

Gen5 DSP5

Gen4 DSP4

Cell1

Cell2

Cell3

Cell4

Distribution

Transmission

I12 I34

I2T I4T

Limits also subject to adjustment
to take account of voltage and 
reactive power issues



Issues in potential DSO model

• Monolith versus multiple parties/openness to innovation?

• ICT big bang?

• Culture change/expertise?

• Precision/optimality?

• Knowledge of the distribution networks and access to 
information (not just data)?

• DSO getting in the way and denying choice to the SO or to 
service providers?

• Who monitors physical limits on the distribution network?

• How are physical limits enforced?

– Systems designed to ‘fail gracefully’

• “Make every bit of data available and the market will provide”



Policy principles

The set of arrangements for energy trading, system operation and network 
investment should be such that

1. The system can be safely operated in accordance with relevant physical 
limits.

2. The overall cost of the system is minimised within environmental, 
reliability and quality of supply constraints that accurately represent 
societal and individual preferences.

3. Access to the electricity system is fairly and efficiently facilitated for 
users of the system at all scales and voltage levels.

4. Risk and uncertainty is held and managed by those 
best able to manage it.

5. Innovation is encouraged.

6. The complexity of market arrangements and incentives 
is managed such that, while signals are as reflective of 
whole electricity system costs as possible, active 
participation in different markets is encouraged.


